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~ovember18,2005

Mr. Greg Dunkle
Labtronics, Inc.
Marine Service Division
511 34th Street
Catlettsburg, KY, 41129
Dear Greg:
I am writing to let you know how pleased we are with the charting systems we purchased
rrom CEACT. As you know, we looked at several systems before selecting CEACT, and
I am now more convinced than ever before that we made the right choice.
~ot a day goes by that I do not receive some type of positive comment rrom our captains
and pilots about the charting systems. Using the charting systems has given them so much
more confidence. On several occasions, pilots have continued to navigate in situations
that previously would have seen them tied to the bank. It is my opinion that using your
charting systems has saved us enough in reduced delay time to pay for the systems' cost.
This has resulted in not only significant savings for the company, but also enhanced
efficiency and a higher level of safety.
The CEACT charting systems are easy to use and loaded with features that are useful for
navigators on the western rivers. We have all been impressed by the fact that after
purchasing the systems, you have continued to seek ideas and input rrom our pilots and
captains about ways to improve the systems and make them an even more useful tool.
You have incorporated many ofthese ideas in the system upgrades. We have also been
very pleased with your service of the systems; however, we are especially impressed with
the fact that they have required very little service. Most issues have been solved with a
phone call and the overall reliability of the system is quite impressive.
We have recommended the CEACT charting systems to numerous others in our industry.
We continue to be pleased with the features, ease of use, outstanding reliability, and great
service. Please feel rree to use us as a reference in the future for this great product.
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Bruce Darst
Port Captain
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